YOU’RE INVITED:

TORIN DEMO DAY

JOIN US AT FENN ON JUNE 21, 2016-2-5pm

Light refreshments & Giveaways • ALL spring company personnel welcome!

Take Advantage of our Technical Training & Info Session!

Give your setup team the opportunity to learn tips and tricks from our expert staff on:
- Set-up
- Repair & Maintenance
- Software & Programming

Discuss custom tooling and special applications with our application engineers!

Live Demonstrations:
- FZ11’s (Gen 2 Models)
- FZ10’s (Gen 1 Models)
- 4 and 6 axis models on display!

Also on Display:
- FZ 125 Spring Coiler
- See an example of a W24 mechanical & control retrofit in process- learn how we can retrofit your mechanicals to realize the highest level of potential and output

See our new SpringShortcut Program Generator
- The operator is able to generate the spring program with just a few key characteristics, accelerating the development process
- Now, you can create complex springs, such as barrel, conical & hourglass, by generating an easy program, rather than entering CAM information
- The program generator allows less experienced spring operators to become more knowledgeable about spring creation through adjusting generated programs
- SpringShortcut decreases set up time providing the opportunity for increased production time

RSVP to info@fenn-torin.com or 860.259.6600
80 Clark Drive Unit 5D • East Berlin, CT 06023